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What is RNS WACM?

The Release Notification System (RNS) is an automated application
that notifies carriers of Canadian Customs trade declaration release
and Pre-Arrival-Release-System (PARS) Accepted message. The RNS
messages can be used to update systems, to schedule deliveries or
initiate the preparation of accounting data. Additionally, carriers can
electronically notify other parties affected by the release and ensure
more timely delivery of shipments.
The PARS messages include current release status for shipments
crossing the border, and also includes information such as the broker
entry number, cargo control number, customs office port, date and
time of release, and other applicable information. Each message is
date and time stamped by CBSA.
CBSA highly recommends RNS for the filing of electronic advance
cargo and conveyance information, and that carriers become RNS
participants. This will allow carriers to receive broker entry numbers in
ACI.

Date and Time Stamp

24/7 Customer Support

Each message is date and time
stamped by CBSA, which can aid
in the event of a CBSA compliance
audit Avoid delivery costs,
communication costs or extra toll
fees by preventing the likelihood
of the truck being turned around
at the border

24 hours support 7 days a week
via email, online, or chat.

Visibility
Verify if cargo has been “customs
cleared” when the driver crosses
the border or when the customs
broker clears inland cargo from a
bonded warehouse
Advanced Integration
Options

Notifications
Receive and monitor release
messages directly from CBSA on
a 24/7 basis Electronically notify
other parties who are affected
with the use of email and SMS
alerts
Report Generation
Capabilities
Quick eManifest preparation and
responses with email and cell
phone SMS notifications

Save time and money by filing
directly to CBSA

How does it work?
At FPOA:
Cargo Status:
Applicable Notices:

Carrier arrives: submits CACM
Reported

Primary Warehouse:
Cargo Status:
Applicable Notices:

Shipment arrives at primary
Arrived, Deconsolidation

Sufferance Warehouse:
Cargo Status:
Applicable Notices:
RNS Messages:

Shipment arrives at WC, trasmits WACM
Reported, Arrived
Released or referred for examination

What Types of Messages are Available?
“Declaration Accepted, Awaiting Arrival, of Goods”
Instant notification of broker entry numbers against your
PARS shipments. Cleared cargo no longer has to be verified
by calling the customs broker to obtain entry numbers. This
message also indicates the goods are ready to be arrived at
the border.
“Goods Released”
Automated “Goods Released” messages are generated and
sent electronically according to the carrier code, customs
office number or warehouse location.
“Status Query”
Verify if CBSA has processed the release documents for
shipments using the RNS Status Query look up feature.
“Arrival Certification” (In bond arrival)
Warehouse operators can transmit arrival messages to
notify CBSA of the arrival of commercial shipments and
CBSA returns a message to advise whether the goods have
been released or referred for examination.

Subscription options
WEB
Many enhanced features on the web account are available to ease
your data entry, such as CSV upload feature and a customized data
master. Email or SMS alerts for responses received from CBP are
communicated directly to the filer and other team members in the
organization

RNS WACM FILING SERVICE
The BPO solution is a program for filers who may need after-hours or
holiday support. Simply fax or email your paperwork to our 24/7 ACE
processing facility and we will prepare and submit the Airway Bill data
to CBP.

INTEGRATION
If operating with an in-house or 3rd party software, we offer data
integration that can seamlessly transfer Airway Bill submissions and
responses directly to CBP. GeTS will work with your IT so that filers
don’t have to re-key the same data across different applications.

GeTS

Global eTrade Services (GeTS) is a CrimsonLogic subsidiary and a key growth engine for the Group. GeTS has a comprehensive suite of global trade connectivity services that helps traders meet
regulatory and compliance requirements from Government agencies and trade associations around the world. Based on a SaaS model, GeTS is centred on a global trade platform that facilitates crossborder trade with Compliance Connectivity, eAdvisory and Data Analytics suite of services.
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